
Services and Software for 
Tidal Energy 

sector profile

Overview

Dynamic Systems Analysis Ltd. (DSA) provides ocean 
engineering services and software to the tidal energy sector. 
We work with technology and project developers to find 
solutions to their design, operational, and R&D challenges 
using numerical modeling and hands-on experience. 

We advise clients on how to ensure their technology can 
withstand the complex loading in tidal environments: waves, 
currents, turbulence, wind, high tidal ranges. We build virtual 
prototypes using tools such as ProteusDS to quantify loading 
and motions of structures, power cables, buoys, and mooring 
lines in tidal flows.

A core benefit of working with DSA is that our numerical 
modelling software ProteusDS can be customized to model 
specific technologies. We frequently work with developers to 
model their technology, and then hand-off the analysis to their 
team as the project matures.

ProteusDS Software

DSA has been developing the finite-element based dynamic 
analysis software ProteusDS since 2006. The software is 
capable of assessing the effect of wave loading, turbulence, 
ballasting, and tides on floating and fixed tidal platforms. The 
software has been validated at full and model scale.

Examine the coupled motion and loads of moored floating and submerged 
tidal platforms.

Assess the impact of large-scale eddies and turbulence on marine operations 
and mooring systems using time and spatially varying current data.



>> Assess marine operations such as 
tidal turbine deployment or recovery 
and cable lay.

>> Analyze site bathymetry to 
optimize mooring and anchoring 
layout and plan cable routes.

>> Understand the impact of 
turbulence on tidal platforms and 
turbines with synthetic turbulence.

>> Assess how turbine power-take-off 
loads affect platform dynamics.
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